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Effect of a Proteolytic Enzyme Preparation on the morphological Structure of the
Mass of Cooked-Smoked Non-Perishable Sausage
K. VHULKOVA, M. ZHIKOY, P. ALEXIEV and. S. DAHCHEY
Higher Institute of Pood & Flavour Industries, 26 Maritsa Blvd., 4002 Plovdiv, BulSajri

SUMMARY: This is a study of the microstructural changes in cooked-smoked non-periS
■ei '

to

sausages treated with a protease with the aim to intensify the ageing process involv .
the technology of this type meat products. The meat for the test sausages has teen

■it#with 0.01% and 0.02% Mezenterin 11-11 enzyme preparation. The studies have teen cal1’
ve vout using a transmission electron microscope. In the non-treated sausages there h&v
04

observed optically thick parts in the Z-line zone. In the sausages prepared with 0*
0.02% enzyme the protease has hydrolysed the myofibrils and as a result the sarco&e
have lost their individual contours and have formed a net of fine granulated myof1D

06 '

&
proteins. There are certain changes in the collagen fibers as well, and there are 
where the cross furrows have disappeared. The changes established have improved the
ge texture in the cases where the meat has been protease-treated.

HTTRODUCTION: Texture is an important organoleptic characteristic for all meat P̂y*

whereby the consumers appreciate their quality. The technological processing of ®e'at &

cooked-smoked non-perishable sausages largely depends on the progress of the long 3$to -i f

tic changes during the postmortal ageing period (Bandman et al. 1988). It is well
vit:i f

that the tenderizing of meat post mortem is assisted by the proteolytic processes j

dependent on the degree of activity of the lysosomic enzymes (cathepsins) and the
dependent enzymes present in meat (Koohmaraie et al. 1988;. Therefore, it is expe'd ieP

use proper enzyme preparations in order to intensify the proteolytic processes. PJ

point out that the changes in the muscles treated with proteolytic enzymes (trip6^1' ^, 
papain, etc.) are analogical to the changes occurring during meat ageing (Vassily

1985). V

The objective of the present work Is to identify the microstructural changes io
tjP

ing mass of cooked-smoked non-perishable sausages treated with a bacterial prote°i f
P

enzyme preparation. rV

MATERIALS and METHODS: The microbial protease Mezenterin 11-11 was obtained
mesentericus, with a proteolytic activity of 210 FU/g enzyme, 55-60°C tempera

o f

6.5 pH optimum, and was used in our study. The enzyme prepararion was added ih c  > f

non-perishable sausages which had the following composition: 30 kg veal, 40 kg
,ef

30 kg non-fat pork, 2.2 kg salt, 0.00? kg sodium nitrite, 0.1 kg sugar, 0.3 kg P * 
kg garlic. The veal was cooled to 0°-4°C and minced on a 4 mm plate. After addih®
spices and enzyme (0.01% or 0.02%, depending on the filling mass quantity), the y

for another 3-4 min. Then the pork cuts were added and the grinding continued ^  f

meat particles. The filling mass was stuffed into cutisine casings with 50-60 $
d ^The sausages were shaped and then treated according to the technology establish

if
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Of meat products. Control samples were prepared in exactly the same way without enzyme

v.

/

jUC

ffl*

*
Jtfi

/
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% tlo n
, • Samples of the test and control sausages were sliced on a ultramicrotom LKB «800.
k  contrasted according to Reynolds (1963;, the meat sections were studied on a
^Shlssiov, ih ua electron microscope Tesla BS-613 at 80 kV. Finally, the sausages were organo-
^caii -

*  evaluated by a 9-member panel using the 9-&rade scale of the Higher Institute of 
1 ®echn it0 , oology Research in Moscow. The results from the evaluation were analysed according

6thods of mathematical statistics (Georgieva et al. 198/;.
% iL T S  ''— — S£d PISCTTSSTON: The microstructural changes which have occurred in the cooked- 

-Perishable sausages without enzyme can be seen on Fig.1.
It is obvious from the picture that the heat treatment 
has denaturated the myofibrillar proteins, and, as a 
result, the myofibrils have lost their fibrillar natu
re (Fig.1). In the Z-line zone there are light bands 
among which are the optically thick parts of the Z- 
lines and some very fine grains which outline the 
sarcomeres clearly.
Fig.1. Electron microscopic picture of the longitudi
nal section of cooked-smoked non-perishable sausage 
without enzyme.
BAR = 0.07^Um.

V d  le of the anisotropic sections there are clear traces of the H-zones and f"-lines 
lbe electron microscopic picture of the sausages with added Mezenterin 11-11 enzyme 

^  0,°2%; is different from the one described above. It can be seen that the enzyme
% c0la -- the myofibrils to a different extent, and as a result the contours of theo:i-ysed

Des 

(P i

f  6bes hUave been obliterated, and a net of fine-grain myofibrillar proteins has been
et,

/

y
be

Bures m At some places there are light spatial bands of hydrolysed and extra- 
ibrillar proteins. We suppose that the proteolytic enzyme preparation has assisted

 ̂ " abi0Q of the proteins localized in the Z-lines (desmin and ^¿-actinlnj as

^  Reason for the microstructural changes established, namely the degradation of 
 ̂ s ^ d  the loss of the sarcomere contours (Fig.5;. We accept that these changes

S^P-filaments that are built up of the proteins titim and nebulin. This is also

Hi le E

° ^ 0-Pic

%

bsnsity to the above-mentioned fine net of myofibrillar proteins. The electron
Picture of the collagen fibers of the enzyme-treated sausages is a typical one.

■a f the length of single collagen fibers there are sections of well-preserved
bbtow,-s and others where they have disappeared, and the fibers are frayed. At some

It , vuer6
Cao be seen some destruction and swelling of the collagen fibers. The changes

if b y o jj,
“bills and those in the collagen fibers are probably responsible for the better 
re found at the organoleptic analysis (.Table 1).
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Fig.2. Electron microscopic picture of 
cooked-smoked non-perishable sausage, 
treated with 0.01% enzyme. BAR=0.10 Lun.

Fig.;5. Electron microscopic picture 
smoked non-perishable sausage, treated 

0.01% enzyme. BAR=0. 05> m *

The results from the organoleptic evaluation given in Table 1 show that Mezenteri-31 11

has improved the organoleptic properties of the cooked-smoked non-perishable sausageS‘ 
highest grade is seen for the sausages with 0.01% enzyme addition (6.82; as compar

m

ad t o

controls (?.20). This is expressed best in their outer appearance, texture and ;juic 
CONCLUSIONS: 1. The microstructural changes observed indicate that the enzyme P1’1 

filezenterin 11-11 accelerates protein proteolysis in meat. These processes are acco®?'

it® &

e r

by a reduced density of the myofibrillar structures of the muscle fibers and imp3®0',ved

ture of the finished product. 2. When added in a concentration of 0.01% in relation 
filling mass-, the proteolytic enzyme improves the organoleptic properties of the c°°  

smoked non-perishable sausages.

Fig.4. Electron microscopic picture of 
cooked-smoked non-perishable sausage, 
treated with 0.02% enzyme. BAR=0.10 Lm.

1

Fig.5. Electron microscopic picture 
smoked non-perishable sausage, t r e 

0.02% enzyme. BAR=0.07 JU m .
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Organoleptic evaluation of cooked-smoked non-perishable sausages prepared with di

fferent additions of Mezenterin 11-11 enzyme preparation.

Characteristic Control Enzyme concentration, 

0.01

%

0.02

^sxture 6.43-0.27 8.86 + 0.10 8.25 * 0.28
Juiclness 6.00±0.20 8.91 + 0.09 8.17 * 0.27

w flavour 6.72—0.28 8.10 + 0.21 7.98 * 0.30
laste 7.54*0.29 8.57 + 0.31 8.00 * 0.31
Outer appearance 8.80-0.20 8.97 + 0.50 8.41 * 0.28
Colour 8.13-0.31 8.79 + 0.17 8.60 * 0.25

11 Overall grade 7.20-0.19 8.82 + 0.17 8.41 * 0.26
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